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In a gay, lively mood
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Educational Piano Pieces
YOU CAN TEACH EASILY

Indian War Call
Alfred Marilhon

Allegro

Copyright, 1934, by Harold Flammer, Inc.

Short'nin' Bread
Transcribed by Jacques Wolfe

Very rhythmic

Copyright, 1934, by Harold Flammer, Inc.

Chinese Lanterns
Music by Alfred Marilhon

Words by F. M. Earl

Copyright, 1934, by Harold Flammer, Inc.

Bye-lo, Dolly Dear
Music by Katharine Allan Lively

Words by Jane Caradine

Copyright, 1934, by Harold Flammer, Inc.

Darktown Revellers
Michael Aaron

With spirit

Copyright, 1932, by Harold Flammer, Inc.

The Song of the Anvil
Peter C. Kennedy

With a strong firm rhythm. Not too fast.

Copyright, 1934, by Harold Flammer, Inc.

Golden Sunset

Copyright, 1934, by Harold Flammer, Inc.